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(57) ABSTRACT 

According to the present invention, each of a plurality of 
LUs existing on a storage control system 200 is divided into 
a plurality of chunks. A PVOL is comprised of only FC 
chunks, but an SVOL is comprised of both FC-chunks and 
SATA-chunks. To each of the plurality of SVOL-chunks 
corresponding to the plurality of PVOL-chunks respectively, 
either an FC-chunk or SATA-chunk selected from a plurality 
of pool chunks is dynamically corresponded based on the 
update frequency of the sub-data of the corresponding 
PVOL chunk. Speci?cally, if an SVOL-SATA-chunk is 
corresponded to the PVOL-chunk of Which the data update 
frequency is high, for example, the pool FC-chunk is cor 
responded as a sub-data sWap destination in that SVOL 
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STORAGE CONTROL SYSTEM AND METHOD 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO PRIOR APPLICATION 

[0001] This application relates to and claims priority from 
Japanese Patent Application No. 2004-116069, ?led on Apr. 
9, 2004, the entire disclosure of Which is incorporated herein 
by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0003] The present invention relates to a storage control 
system and method for controlling the storage of data to the 
storage device. 

[0004] 2. Description of the Related Art 

[0005] In a system handling large amount of data, such as 
database system in a data center, data is managed using a 
storage control system that is built separately from the host 
computer. This storage control system is a disk array system, 
such as a RAID (Redundant Array of Independent/Inexpen 
sive Disks), Where many storage devices are enclosed in an 
array. 

[0006] In such a storage control system, backup for copy 
ing data recorded in the storage device to another storage 
device is performed so that the data can be recovered even 
if the data recorded in the storage device become damaged. 
In this case, consistency of data must be guaranteed during 
the copying operation, because if the copied data is updated 
during the copying operation, a mismatch of data occurs, 
and the backup becomes meaningless. 

[0007] A method for guaranteeing consistency of the 
backup data is to stop the program, besides the backup 
program, that access the data. But in case of a system for 
Which high availability is required, programs cannot be 
stopped for a long time. Therefore it is necessary to provide 
a system that creates a stored image of the data at the point 
of the start of backup Without interrupting the programs 
from updating data during backup. Hereafter the stored 
image of the data at a certain point in time is called “volume 
copy”, and the method Which alloWs the system to update 
the data While having the volume copy of a speci?ed point 
in time is called “volume copy management method”. Cre 
ating of a volume copy is called “volume copy acquisition”, 
and the data Which is the target of volume copy acquisition 
is called “original data”. Stopping the status Where the 
volume copy exists is called “volume copy deletion”. 

[0008] One of the volume copy management methods is 
by duplicating data. 

[0009] According to this method, for example, from a 
normal state Where a volume copy is not acquired, a program 
on the storage control system creates all data on tWo storage 
areas (that is, data is duplicated). And the storage control 
system separates the tWo storage areas into individual stor 
age areas, provides data existing on one storage area as 
original data, and provides the data existing on the other 
storage area as volume copy. 

[0010] While the volume copy is acquired and duplication 
is being stopped (non-mirroring state), the storage control 
system enables update for the storage area of original data, 
and records the location of data update if a data update is 
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generated. In the case of volume copy deletion, the storage 
control system restarts the duplication of the data, and copies 
the update data, of Which content does not match betWeen 
the tWo storage areas, from the storage area of the original 
data to the storage area provided as volume copy. This 
copying is called “mirror resynchronization”. In the case of 
volume copy deletion, the update data may be copied from 
the storage area of the volume copy to the storage area of the 
original data, Which is the opposite of the above procedure, 
and such copying is called “reverse mirror resynchroniZa 
tion”. 

[0011] The method of duplicating data by a program on a 
computer is shoWn in US. Pat. No. 5,051,887, for example. 

[0012] As the storage device, a disk device (eg hard disk 
drive), magnetic tape storage device, or any other form of 
physical storage device can be used. Disk devices include 
high reliability high performance disk devices Which are 
expensive but Which have high reliability and performance, 
and loW reliability loW performance disk devices Which are 
inexpensive but Which have a loWer reliability and perfor 
mance than high reliability high performance disk devices. 
An example of a high reliability high performance device is 
a disk device having a ?ber channel (hereafter “FC disk 
device”) interface, for Which is being standardiZed by ANSI 
T11. An example of a loW reliability loW performance disk 
device is a disk device having an interface Which is different 
from the interface of a high reliability high performance disk 
device, such as a disk device having an ATA (AT Attach 
ment) interface (hereafter “ATA disk device), for Which is 
being standardiZed by ANSI T13. 

[0013] In the case of volume copy acquisition, the user 
may Wish to store the original data in the storage area of the 
FC disk device (hereafter “FC storage area”), but may also 
Wish to store the volume copy on the storage area of the ATA 
disk device (hereafter “ATA storage area”) because of the 
cost difference. 

[0014] If the original data on the FC storage area and the 
volume copy on the ATA storage area are duplicated and 
used (that is, the FC storage area and the ATA storage area 
are in a paired status) to meet the above demand, the I/O 
processing performance (eg read or Write speed of data) 
betWeen the storage control system and the host device Will 
drop, for example, When an I/O request (input/output 
request) is received from the host device to the storage 
control system and then processed, because the I/O process 
ing performance of the FC disk device becomes equivalent 
to the ATA disk device. Also the performance of the ATA 
disk device becomes a bottleneck When the volume copy is 
acquired or When mirror resynchroniZation is performed. 

[0015] Such problems could occur When the attribute 
levels of the data Write destination storage devices, such as 
performance or reliability, are apart. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0016] With the foregoing in vieW, it is an object of the 
present invention to minimiZe the in?uence of a storage 
device With a loW attribute level When storage devices With 
a different attribute level are used. Speci?cally, to minimiZe 
the drop of processing speed When data is synchroniZed 
among a high performance storage device and a loW per 
formance storage device, for example. 
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[0017] Other objects of the present invention Will be 
clari?ed by the description herein below. 

[0018] Astorage control system according to a ?rst aspect 
of the present invention comprises a plurality of physical 
storage devices With a different attribute level, a plurality of 
logical units provided on the plurality of physical storage 
devices, and a control device for Writing data received from 
an eXternal device to a logical unit selected from the 
plurality of logical units. The plurality of logical units 
further comprises one or more high level logical units 
provided on a physical storage device With a high attribute 
level and one or more loW level logical units provided on a 
physical storage device With an attribute level loWer than the 
high attribute level. Each of the plurality of logical units 
further comprises tWo or more chunks. The plurality of 
chunks constituting the plurality of logical units further 
include a plurality of high level chunks constituting the one 
or more high level logical units and a plurality of loW level 
chunks constituting the one or more loW level logical units. 
At least one of the plurality of high level chunks and at least 
one of the plurality of loW level chunks are pool chunks that 
can be used dynamically. When data in a ?rst chunk selected 
from the plurality of chunks is Written to a second chunk, the 
control device selects either a high level chunk or a loW level 
chunk from the plurality of pool chunks based on the status 
of use of the plurality of chunks, and Writes the data in the 
?rst chunk to the selected chunk. 

[0019] The ?rst embodiment of the storage control system 
according to the ?rst aspect of the present invention further 
comprises a primary volume further comprising one or more 
of the high level logical units selected from the plurality of 
logical units, a secondary volume further comprising one or 
more of the high level logical units and one or more of the 
loW level logical units selected from the plurality of logical 
units, and a memory. The plurality of chunks include a 
plurality of pool chunks and a plurality of allocated chunks. 
The plurality of allocated chunks include a plurality of 
primary chunks constituting the primary volume, and a 
plurality of secondary chunks constituting the secondary 
volume. The plurality of secondary chunks include a plu 
rality of high level secondary chunks constituting the high 
level logical unit in the secondary volume, and a plurality of 
loW level secondary chunks constituting the loW level logi 
cal unit in the secondary volume. The memory stores the 
correspondence of the primary chunk of the plurality of 
primary chunks to the high level secondary chunk or the loW 
level secondary chunk. The control device corresponds a 
neW secondary chunk having an attribute level different 
from the secondary chunk, selected from the plurality of 
pool chunks, to an original secondary chunk that is corre 
sponded to a primary chunk selected from the plurality of 
primary chunks, and Writes the data in the original secondary 
chunk to the neW secondary chunk, based on the status of use 
of the plurality of chunks and the information stored in the 
memory. 

[0020] The second embodiment of the storage control 
system according to the ?rst aspect of the present invention 
is the above mentioned ?rst embodiment, Wherein the con 
trol device cancels the correspondence of the original sec 
ondary chunk and the selected primary chunk after Writing 
the data in the original secondary chunk to the neW second 
ary chunk, and corresponds the neW secondary chunk to the 
selected primary chunk in the memory. 
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[0021] The third embodiment of the storage control sys 
tem according to the ?rst aspect of the present invention is 
the above mentioned ?rst embodiment, Wherein the operat 
ing condition of the plurality of chunks is a ratio of the high 
level secondary volume or the loW level secondary volume 
in the storage capacity provided by the secondary volume. 

[0022] The fourth embodiment of the storage control 
system according to the ?rst aspect of the present invention 
is the above mentioned third embodiment, Wherein When a 
threshold of a high level ratio, that is a ratio that the plurality 
of high level secondary chunks occupy in the storage 
capacity provided by the secondary volume, is recorded in 
the memory, if the high level ratio is more than the threshold 
of the high level ratio, the control device preferentially 
corresponds the loW level secondary chunk to the selected 
original secondary chunk. Or When a threshold of a loW level 
ratio, that is a ratio that the plurality of loW level secondary 
chunks occupy in the storage capacity provided by the 
secondary volume, is recorded in the memory, if the loW 
level ratio is more than the threshold of the loW level ratio, 
the control device preferentially corresponds the high level 
secondary chunk to the selected original secondary chunk. 

[0023] The ?fth embodiment of the storage control system 
according to the ?rst aspect of the present invention is the 
above mentioned fourth embodiment, Wherein When the data 
update frequency is recorded in the memory for each of the 
plurality of primary chunks and the loW level secondary 
chunk is preferentially corresponded to the selected primary, 
the control device preferentially selects the primary chunk of 
Which the data update frequency recorded in the memory is 
loWer, and When the high level secondary chunk is prefer 
entially corresponded to the selected primary chunk, the 
control device preferentially selects the primary chunk of 
Which the data update frequency is higher. 

[0024] In the siXth embodiment of the storage control 
system according to the ?rst aspect of the present invention, 
When the threshold of the data update frequency of the ?rst 
chunk is recorded in the memory, the control device corre 
sponds a high level chunk to the ?rst chunk if the data update 
frequency is more than the threshold of the data update 
frequency. 
[0025] The seventh embodiment of the storage control 
system according to the ?rst aspect of the present invention 
is the above mentioned ?rst embodiment, Wherein When the 
threshold of the data update frequency of the primary chunk 
is recorded in the memory, the control device records the 
data update frequency in the memory for each of the 
plurality of primary chunks, and corresponds a high level 
chunk to the loW level secondary chunk if the data update 
frequency of the selected primary chunk is more than the 
threshold of the data update frequency, and if a loW level 
secondary chunk is corresponded to the selected primary 
chunk. 

[0026] In the eighth embodiment of the storage control 
system according to the ?rst aspect of the present invention, 
When the threshold of the data update frequency of the ?rst 
chunk is recorded in the memory, the control device corre 
sponds a loW level chunk to the ?rst chunk if the data update 
frequency is less than the threshold of the data update 
frequency. 
[0027] The ninth embodiment of the storage control sys 
tem according to the ?rst aspect of the present invention is 
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the above mentioned ?rst embodiment, Wherein When the 
threshold of the data update frequency of the primary chunk 
is recorded in the memory, the control device records the 
data update frequency in the memory for each of the 
plurality of primary chunks, and corresponds a high level 
chunk to the loW level secondary chunk if the data update 
frequency of the selected primary chunk is more than the 
threshold of the data update frequency, and if a loW level 
secondary chunk is corresponded to the selected primary 
chunk. 

[0028] The tenth embodiment of the storage control sys 
tem according to the ?rst aspect of the present invention is 
the above mentioned ?rst embodiment, Wherein When a neW 
primary volume, Which is the same as the primary volume, 
is generated, the control device corresponds a high level 
chunk selected from the plurality of pool chunks to the loW 
level secondary chunk if it is judged from the memory that 
the loW level secondary chunk is corresponded to at least one 
of the plurality of primary chunks, Writes the data in the loW 
level secondary chunk to the corresponded high level chunk, 
and sets each of a plurality of high level chunks, comprised 
of the corresponded high level chunk and one or more high 
level secondary chunks corresponded to one or more pri 
mary chunks of the plurality of primary chunks, in the 
memory as primary chunks. 

[0029] A storage control method according to a second 
aspect of the present invention is a storage control method 
for a storage control system comprising a plurality of 
physical storage devices With a different attribute level, and 
a plurality of logical units provided on the plurality of 
physical storage devices. The plurality of logical units 
further comprises one or more high level logical units 
provided on a physical storage device With a high attribute 
level, and one or more loW level logical units provided on a 
physical storage device With an attribute level loWer than the 
high attribute level. Each of the plurality of logical units 
further comprises tWo or more chunks. The plurality of 
chunks constituting the plurality of logical units further 
comprise a plurality of high level chunks constituting the 
one or more high level logical units, and a plurality of loW 
level chunks constituting the one or more loW level logical 
units. At least one of the plurality of high level chunks and 
at least one of the plurality of loW level chunks are pool 
chunks that can be dynamically corresponded. The storage 
control method comprises steps of selecting either a high 
level chunk or a loW level chunk from the plurality of pool 
chunks based on the operating condition of the plurality of 
chunks When data in a ?rst chunk selected from the plurality 
of chunks is Written to a second chunk, and Writing the data 
in the ?rst chunk to the selected chunk. 

[0030] The ?rst embodiment of the storage control method 
according to the second aspect of the present invention is the 
storage control system further comprising a primary volume 
further comprising one or more of the high level logical units 
selected from the plurality of logical units, and a secondary 
volume further comprising one or more of the high level 
logical units and one or more of the loW level logical units 
selected from the plurality of logical units. The plurality of 
chunks include a plurality of pool chunks and a plurality of 
allocated chunks. The plurality of allocated chunks include 
a plurality of primary chunks constituting the primary vol 
ume, and a plurality of secondary chunks constituting the 
secondary volume. The plurality of secondary chunks 
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include a plurality of high level secondary chunks consti 
tuting the high level logical unit in the secondary volume, 
and a plurality of loW level secondary chunks constituting 
the loW level logical unit in the secondary volume. The 
storage control method comprises steps of corresponding a 
neW secondary chunk having an attribute level different 
from the secondary chunk, selected from the plurality of 
pool chunks, to an original secondary chunk that is corre 
sponded to a primary chunk selected from the plurality of 
primary chunks, based on a memory that stores the corre 
spondence of a primary chunk of the plurality of primary 
chunks and the high level secondary chunk or the loW level 
secondary chunk, and the operating condition of the plural 
ity of chunks, and Writing the data in the original secondary 
chunk to the neW secondary chunk. 

[0031] The second embodiment of the storage control 
method according to the second aspect of the present inven 
tion is the above mentioned ?rst embodiment, Wherein the 
storage control method further comprises steps of canceling 
the correspondence of the original secondary chunk and the 
selected primary chunk after Writing the data in the original 
secondary chunk to the neW secondary chunk, and corre 
sponding the neW secondary chunk to the selected primary 
chunk in the memory. 

[0032] The third embodiment of the storage control 
method according to the second aspect of the present inven 
tion is the above mentioned ?rst embodiment, Wherein the 
operating condition of the plurality of chunks is a ratio of the 
high level secondary volume or the loW level secondary 
volume in the storage capacity provided by the secondary 
volume. 

[0033] The fourth embodiment of the storage control 
method according to the second aspect of the present inven 
tion is the storage control method further comprising a step 
of corresponding a high level chunk to the ?rst chunk if the 
data update frequency is more than the threshold of the data 
update frequency When the threshold of the data update 
frequency of the ?rst chunk is recorded in the memory. 

[0034] The ?fth embodiment of the storage control 
method according to the second aspect of the present inven 
tion is the above mentioned ?rst embodiment, Wherein the 
storage control method further comprises steps of recording 
the data update frequency in the memory for each of the 
plurality of primary chunks When the threshold of the data 
update frequency of the primary chunk is recorded in the 
memory, and corresponding a high level chunk to the loW 
level secondary chunk if the data update frequency of the 
selected primary chunk is more than the threshold of the data 
update frequency, and if a loW level secondary chunk is 
corresponded to the selected primary chunk. 

[0035] The siXth embodiment of the storage control 
method according to the second aspect of the present inven 
tion is the storage control method further comprising a step 
of corresponding a loW level chunk to the ?rst chunk if the 
data update frequency is less than the threshold of the data 
update frequency When the threshold of the data update 
frequency of the ?rst chunk is recorded in the memory. 

[0036] The seventh embodiment of the storage control 
method according to the second aspect of the present inven 
tion is the above mentioned ?rst embodiment, Wherein the 
storage control method further comprises steps of recording 
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the data update frequency to each of a plurality of primary 
chunks When the threshold of the data update frequency of 
the primary chunk is recorded in the memory, and corre 
sponding a high level chunk to the loW level secondary 
chunk if the data update frequency of the selected primary 
chunk is more than the threshold of the data update fre 
quency, and if a loW level secondary chunk is corresponded 
to the selected primary chunk. 

[0037] The eighth embodiment of the storage control 
method according to the second aspect of the present inven 
tion is the storage method further comprising steps of 
deciding that the loW level secondary chunk is corresponded 
to at least one of the plurality of primary chunks When a neW 
primary volume, Which is the same as the above mentioned 
primary volume, is generated, corresponding a high level 
chunk selected from the plurality of pool chunks to the loW 
level secondary chunk, Writing data in the loW level sec 
ondary chunk to the corresponded high level chunk, and 
setting each of the plurality of high level chunks, comprised 
of the corresponded high level chunk and one or more high 
level secondary chunks Which are corresponded to each of 
one or more primary chunks out of the plurality of primary 
chunks, in the memory as a primary chunk. 

[0038] The above mentioned storage control method can 
be implemented in a single storage control system, for 
eXample, or on a netWork Where a plurality of computers are 
connected. The above mentioned memory may be a single 
memory, for eXample, or a plurality of memories. In the case 
or a plurality of memories, the memories may be distributed. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0039] FIG. 1 is a diagram depicting the concept of an 
embodiment of the present invention; 

[0040] FIG. 2 shoWs a con?guration eXample of a storage 
control system according to an embodiment of the present 
invention; 
[0041] FIG. 3 shoWs a con?guration eXample of the 
volume copy LU registration table 309; 

[0042] FIG. 4 shoWs a con?guration eXample of a volume 
copy management table; 

[0043] FIG. 5 shoWs a con?guration eXample of a setup 
value table 307; 

[0044] FIG. 6 shoWs a con?guration eXample of a failure 
handling volume copy management table; 

[0045] FIG. 7 shoWs the processing How to be eXecuted 
by the volume copy acquisition program 302; 

[0046] FIG. 8 shoWs the processing How to be eXecuted 
by the update frequency threshold sWap program 303; 

[0047] FIG. 9 shoWs the processing How to be eXecuted 
by the disk usage ratio sWap program 304; 

[0048] FIG. 10 shoWs the processing How to be eXecuted 
by the failure sWap program 305; 

[0049] FIG. 11 is a diagram depicting the pair setting of 
the volume copy Which is eXecuted in S1 in FIG. 7; 

[0050] FIG. 12 are tables for describing the How of 
information to be registered in the volume copy manage 
ment table 308 in the processing ?oW shoWn in FIG. 7; 
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[0051] FIG. 13 are tables shoWing an eXample of the 
failure handling volume copy management table 306 before 
update and after update; and 

[0052] FIG. 14 shoWs a con?guration eXample of the LU 
management table 911. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0053] An embodiment of the present invention Will noW 
be described With reference to the draWings. 

[0054] FIG. 1 is a diagram depicting the concept of the 
present embodiment. The concept of the present embodi 
ment Will be described ?rst With reference to FIG. 1. 

[0055] As FIG. 1(A) shoWs, in the present embodiment, a 
plurality of storage devices, Where the attribute level of at 
least one of reliability and performance is different, coeXist. 
In the plurality of storage devices, one or more ?ber channel 
disk devices (herearter “FC disk device”) 201, Which are 
high reliability high performance disk devices, for eXample, 
are included as storage devices With a high attribute level. 
Also as a storage device With a loW attribute level, one or 

more serial ATA disk devices (hereafter “SATA disk device”) 
203, Which have a loW reliability loW performance but Which 
are less eXpensive than the FC disk device 201, are included. 
In the present embodiment, “reliability” refers to durability 
Which can hold data Without damage and to probability of 
failure Which may occur, and speci?cally to MTBF (Mean 
Time BetWeen Failure). “Performance” refers to the value of 
the data transfer rate and the speed of response. 

[0056] A plurality of logical units (hereafter LU) are 
disposed on one or more FC disk devices 201 and on one or 

more SATA disk devices 203. Each LU is comprised of a 
plurality of same siZed sub-LUs (hereafter called chunks). 
And hereafter the LU 205 disposed on the FC disk device 
201 is called “FC-LU”, and the LU 207 disposed on the 
SATA disk device 203 is called “SATA-LU”. The chunk 
constituting the FC-LU 205 is called “FC-chunk”, and the 
chunk constituting the FC-LU 206 is called “SATA-chunk”. 
In FIG. 1, the FC-chunk is indicated by a blank frame, and 
the SATA-chunk is indicated by a hatched frame. 

[0057] In the resent embodiment, one virtual LU is com 
prised of one or more LUs. A virtual LU Is also called a 
“logical volume”. In the present embodiment, a virtual LU 
is either a primary volume (hereafter PVOL) 204 or a 
secondary volume (hereafter SVOL) 206, for eXample. The 
PVOL 204 is comprised of one or more FC-LUs 205. The 
SVOL 206, on the other hand, may be comprised of only one 
or more FC-LUs 205 or only one or more SATA-LUs 207, 
or a combination of FC-LU 205 and SATA-LU 207. Here 
after the FC-LU 205 constituting the PVOL 204 is called the 
“PVOL-FC-LU 205”, and the FC-chunk constituting the 
PVOL 204 is called the “PVOL-FC-chunk”. The FC-LU 205 
constituting the SVOL 206 is called the “SVOL-FC-LU 
205”, the SATA-LU 207 constituting the SVOL 206 is called 
the “SVOL-SATA-LU-207”, the FC-chunk constituting the 
SVOL 206 is called the “SVOL-FC-chunk”, and the SATA 
chunk constituting the SVOL 206 is called the “SVOL 
SATA-chunk”. The SVOL-FC-chunk and the SVOL-SATA 
chunk may commonly be called the “SVOL-chunk”. 

[0058] In the present embodiment, the storage control 
program can perform management by duplicating of PVOL 
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204 and SVOL 206, and in this case, When the data from the 
host device is Written to the PVOL 204, for example, the 
same data can be Written to the SVOL 206. Speci?cally, in 
the storage control system, the PVOL-FC-chunk and the 
SVOL-FC-chunk or the SVOL-SATA-chunk are duplicated 
and managed, and When sub-data (one composing element 
of data) is Written to a PVOL-FC-chunk, the same sub-data 
is also Written to the duplicated SVOL-FC-chunk or SVOL 
SATA-chunk. Hereafter storing the same data to the PVOL 
204 and the SVOL 206 is called “mirroring”, a pair of PVOL 
204 and SVOL 206 is called a “volume pair”, and a pair of 
PVOL-FC-chunk and SVOL-FC-chunk or SVOL-SATA 
chunk is called a “chunk pair”. 

[0059] In the present embodiment, other than the PVOL 
FC-chunk, SVOL-FC-chunk and SVOL-SATA-chunk, a 
pool chunk group 208, comprised of a plurality of pool 
chunks Which belong to neither PVOL 204 nor SVOL 206, 
exists. The plurality of pool chunks constituting the pool 
chunk group 208 includes a “pool-FC-chunk” Which is an 
FC-chunk, and a “pool-SATA-chunk” Which is an SATA 
chunk. The storage control system selects a pool chunk from 
the pool chunk group 208, allocates it to an SVOL-chunk, 
copies the sub-data in the SVOL-chunk to the selected pool 
chunk, sets the pool chunk as SVOL-chunk, and sets the 
SVOL-chunk, Which is the copy source of the sub-data, as 
a pool chunk, so as to exchange the pool chunk and 
SVOL-chunk. Allocation of pool chunks to the SVOL 
chunk can be determined depending on variety of policy, for 
example, the update frequency of sub-data in the PVOL 
chunk Which is chunk pair partner of the SVOL-chunk. 

[0060] Speci?cally, in the case When the PVOL-FC-chunk 
“#2” and SVOL-FC-chunk “2” form a chunk pair, as shoWn 
in FIG. 1 (A), for example, if it is detected that the update 
frequency of the sub-data in the PVOL-FC-chunk “#2” is 
loWer than a predetermined threshold, the storage control 
system selects a pool SATA-chunk (eg #51”) from the pool 
chunk group 208, and copies the sub-data B in the SVOL 
FC-chunk “#2” to the selected pool SATA-chunk “#51”. 
And, as shoWn in FIG. 1(B), the storage control system sets 
the pool SATA-chunk “#51” as SVOL-FC-chunk “#51” 
instead of SVOL-FC chunk “#2”, and sets the SVOL-FC 
chunk “#2” as the pool SATA-chunk “#2” instead of the pool 
SATA-chunk “#51”. In this Way, if it is detected that the 
chunk pair partner of PVOL-FC-chunk, of Which update 
frequency of the sub-data is loWer than the predetermined 
threshold, is the SVOL-FC-chunk, then the chunk pair 
partner of the PVOL-FC-chunk is sWitched from the SVOL 
FC-chunk to the pool SATA-chunk (after sWap, the pool 
SATA-chunk becomes the SVOL-SATA-chunk). 

[0061] Also, in the case When PVOL-FC-chunk “#8” and 
SVOL-SATA-chunk “#4” form a chunk pair, as shoWn in 
FIG. 1(A), for example, if it is detected that the update 
frequency of the sub-data in PVOL-FC-chunk “#8” is higher 
than the predetermined threshold, the storage control system 
selects the pool FC-chunk (eg “#53”) from the pool chunk 
group 208, and copies the sub-data H in the SVOL-SATA 
chunk “#4” to the selected pool FC-chunk “#53”. And the 
storage control system sets the pool FC-chunk “#53” as 
SVOL-FC-chunk “#53” instead of SVOL-SATA-chunk 
“#4”, and sets the SVOL-SATA-chunk “#4” as the pool 
SATA-chunk “#4” instead of the pool FC-chunk “#53”. In 
this Way, When it is detected that the chunk pair partner of 
the PVOL-FC-chunk, of Which the update frequency of the 
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sub-data is higher than the predetermined threshold, is the 
SVOL-SATA chunk, then the chunk pair partner of the 
PVOL-FC-chunk is sWitched from the SVOL-SATA-chunk 
to the pool FC-chunk (after sWap, the pool FC-chunk 
becomes the SVOL-FC-chunk). 

[0062] The above is the description on the concept of the 
present embodiment. In the description herein beloW, it is 
assumed that one or more FC-LUs 205 constituting the 
PVOL 204 and one or more FC-LUs 205 and SATA-LU 207 
constituting the SVOL 206 exist in a same storage control 
system, but these may be distributed in a plurality of 
systems. 

[0063] NoW the present embodiment Will be described. 

[0064] FIG. 2 shoWs a con?guration example of the 
storage control system according to the present embodiment. 

[0065] The storage control system 200 is comprised of one 
or more ?ber channel interface devices (hereafter ?ber I/F) 
290A and 290B (this is not limited to an FC interface device, 
but may be another interface device). For example, a host 
device 100, such as a personal computer, may be connected 
to the ?ber I/F 290A, and a backup server 400 having a tape 
device (eg magnetic tape recording device) 500 may be 
connected to the ?ber I/F 290B. The backup server 400 reads 
data in the SVOL 206 via the ?ber I/F 290B, and Writes the 
data to the tape device 500. If the data in the SVOL 206 is 
updated during backup, data consistency is lost, so the 
storage control system 200 does not alloW backup by the 
backup server 400 during mirroring. A case of When backup 
is alloWed, for example, is alloWing a data update from the 
host device 100 to the PVOL 204, but not to the SVOL 206, 
Which is a non-mirroring status. 

[0066] The storage control system 200 comprises a man 
agement interface (hereafter management UP) 240, such as 
a LAN controller, for example. Amanagement terminal 600, 
for managing the storage control system 200, is connected to 
the management UP 240. 

[0067] The storage control system 200 is comprised of a 
plurality of disk devices 201 and 203, a disk controller 250 
for controlling the plurality of disk devices 201 and 203, a 
cache memory 230 for temporarily storing data to be 
exchanged betWeen an external device (eg host device 100) 
and the disk devices 201 and 203, a CPU 210 for controlling 
operation of the storage control system 200, and a control 
memory 220 for storing a computer program to be read by 
the CPU 210 and such control information as a table Which 
is referred to by the CPU 210. 

[0068] The plurality of disk devices 201 and 203 include 
one or more FC disk devices 201 and one or more SATA disk 

device 203. The one or more FC disk devices 201 has a 
plurality of FC-LUs 205, as mentioned above. Each FC-LU 
205 can be a composing element of the PVOL 204 or can be 
a composing element of the SVOL 206. The one or more 
SATA disk devices 203, on the other hand, has one or more 
SATA-LUs 207, as mentioned above. The SATA-LU 207 
can be a composing element of the SVOL 206. In the 
illustrated example, one FC-LU 205 constitutes the PVOL 
204, and one FC-LU 205 and one SATA-LU 207 constitute 
the SVOL 206, 

[0069] In the control memory 220, a basic control program 
301, volume copy acquisition program 302, update fre 




















